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Editor’s Note

Welcome to issue 55

‘Urban’ is defined by my Paperback OED as ‘relating to a town or city’. 
Certainly it is the predominant environment where people in the UK spend 
their time. Few of us live in a purely rural environment and fewer still in a 
‘natural’ one if that is defined as little affected by the human hand. So pretty 
well anything that engages us as photographers can be considered ‘urban’, 
with ‘nature’ arguably now defined and represented in opposition to the 
urban, rather than in its own right. Contributors to this issue, however, had 
no ambivalence in deciding what to submit for our Urban theme.

The images in Mick Williamson’s PhotoDiaries are not of, but firmly situated 
within, the urban sphere. Anna Lerner’s exhibition Fishing for Clouds, by 
contrast, transcends the urban/rural dichotomy by referencing both the 
natural universe and the human-generated. Tate’s current World in Common 
exhibition highlights the tensions of the rural/urban in contemporary Africa. 

LIP members have continued to be actively working together with Crouch 
End Satellite Group’s recent annual exhibition and a Members’ Day, hosted 
by the Alternative Process and Film and Darkroom Satellite Groups, focused 
on the tangible in photography.

The theme for the next (Winter) issue is GLOBAL WARMING (submissions 
open until 6 October).The theme for the subsequent (Spring 2024) issue 
will be TIME.

Steve Jones

Editor

Sandra Roberts
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Gordana Johnson Rashida Mangera
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Zone 4 
Astrid Schulz

both images: Astrid Schulz

Sitting on the Northern Line - not looking at my smart phone - daydreaming instead. 
Thinking, there is a world out there, also framed. Same shape as my phone, and it is moving along 

with me. Mesmerizing, even captivating - boredom turns into a hunt.
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both images: Astrid Schulz
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Hady Bayoumi CJ Crosland
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Whose Hackney?   
Pauline Moon

I have lived in Hackney for half of my life. And watched it gentrify and 
change around me; changes that have not benefitted everyone. The digital 
footprint of gentrification in and around Chatworth Road, in Hackney, East 
London, can be found in the archive of images embedded in Google Street 
View. These composite photographs draw on this archive and allow us to 
consider visual changes in the landscape. 

They suggest and hide socio-economic and cultural changes and speak of 
what is visible in the streets today and what is visible only in memory. The 
process of rematerialising the images sourced from Google Street View that 
had otherwise only existed in digital form seeks to reconnect them with the 
past and present ‘material’ worlds that they reference, and to the diverse 
material realities of Hackney’s residents.

Pauline Moon - Image capture: Apr 2022 © 2023 Google;  Image capture: Apr 2018 © 2023 Google;  
Image capture: Apr 2012 © 2023 Google;  Image capture: Aug 2008 © 2023 Google
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Pauline Moon - Image capture: Apr 2022 © 2023 Google;  Image capture: May 2017 © 2023 Google;  
Image capture: Jun 2014 © 2023 Google;  Image capture: Apr 2012 © 2023 Google

Pauline Moon - Image capture: Sept 2020 © 2023 Google;  Image capture: Oct 2015 © 2023 Google;  
Image capture: Jul 2011 © 2023 Google;  Image capture: Aug 2008 © 2023 Google
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Gordana JohnsonRobin Maurice Barr
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Chris Bellinger
above: Clare Park
right: Sandra Roberts
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Simon RothClare Park
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Sam Tannerl Danilo Leonardi
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both images: Helen Turnbull
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 Juliet FergusonIgal Stulbach
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Simon RothRashida Mangera
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above: Helen Burn
right: Eve Milner
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both images: Jenny Burrows
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Robin Maurice BarrRay Knox
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Fred Barrington Ausra Linkeviciute
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Helen Burn
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above: Anna Lernerleft: Anna Lerner, Charlie Hopkinson

Fishing for Clouds
Anna Lerner

  exhibition review by Sabes Sugunasabesan
In her first (indoor) solo exhibition, ‘Fishing 
for Clouds’,  at The Old Diorama Arts Centre 
from May to July, LIP member Anna Lerner 
presented an  exhibition of photography and 
words, comprising seven 50x75cm inkjet 
prints in two sets and a text all mounted on 
board. 

The set of photographs on the left, a quadriptych 
entitled ’The Sky Goes Down Over the Sun’ is 
accompanied by one line of text below them. 
It reads ‘I watch the sky go down over the sun’. 

In this first set, Anna is using what appears to 
be sky/skyline, ocean and sun, a thin layer of 
clouds and a line of flight smoke. Only the flight 

path and the thin layer of  clouds are constant 
in position in all four frames; the sun, the skyline 
and the sky shift gradually from frame to frame 
until the sun fully disappears in the last frame. 
The photographer and problem solver would 
want to ask ‘how did she achieve it?’. But from 
her text we understand that it is about being 
there, observing and the space between 
the possible and impossible. She achieves 
abstraction from the series which individually 
may have been documents of a sunset.  This 
abstraction is the feeling of watching a sun – or, 
as Anna writes, the sky -  set and what nature 
offers. You can watch with your eyes, brain or 
feeling. 
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The set of three prints on the right are individually 
titled. Right next to them is her text presented in 
the same size as the photographs. The poem is 
her process and its revelation to her.

In this second set Anna brings together 
architecture, sky, cloud and in one, a tree. It is not 
easily readable as to the placement of the these 
elements. Their layers seem to interweave. It is 
not easy to ascertain what is in the forefront and 
what is in the background. They shift as you 
examine the photos. Makes me wonder if the 
clouds are engulfing the architectural structures 
or the other way. As we begin to experience the 
meeting of built urban environs and nature we 
feel wonderment, puzzlement  and a stirring.

These observations take me back to the first set 
‘The Sky Goes Down Over the Sun’. I think of 
the flight path marked by smoke. Architecture 
and flight paths are human made. Then I think 
that these photographs cannot be simply read 
as Anna fishing for clouds. Is she fishing for 
something else also? I think so. 

As the second set of photographs opened up 
the possibilities of rereading the first set and 
the whole body of work,  I think the second set 
of photographs should be printed much bigger 
(Tillmans style) for the next exhibition. Even just 
one printed bigger can speak a lot. 

Anna thanks Old Diorama Arts Centre for their 
generous support.top: Steve Jones

below & right: Anna Lerner
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LIP Members’ Day
  review by Frankie McAllister

LIP held it’s second post COVID open day 
at Blondin Park in Ealing on 14 May. It was 
hosted by the Film and Darkroom group and 
the Alternative Processes group, with the focus 
being very much on analogue, the physical print 
and the process of printing and processing. 

On a beautiful sunny day it was nice to be in 
the park, which made for a relaxed casual 
atmosphere for the day. The main events were 
a talk by Ted Kinsey (Group Coordinator for the 
Film & Darkroom Group) describing his outlook 
on photography and showing a number of his 
handmade black and white prints and his books, 
plus member photo sharing. People were invited 
to bring printed work to share and a number of 
members took part, bringing prints, cyanotypes, 
alternative process prints and small books and 
zines, just laid out on tables for people to view. 
There were some beautiful cyanotopes, some 
mixed process photographs, photographs of 
past lives and some small books and dummies. 
Everyone brought very different work so it was 
good to see such a variety and doing it in such 
an informal way meant that people had plenty of 
time to wander around and view, ask questions 
and chat to the photographers. We also had 
some discussion about forthcoming phototalks 
and ideas for events.

left & above: Frankie McAllister
right: Austin Guest
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all images: Austin Guest

The main event of the day however was a 
Cyanotope mini-workshop conducted by Jo 
Stapleton. Participants had been asked to send 
through images beforehand which Jo then 
kindly converted into digital negatives (on A4 
transparencies) for use on the day. Jo set up a 
system of water trays, water and bleach, glass 
sheets and pre-coated photosensitive paper 
and two UV lights to speed up development 
and simplify the process. That meant everyone 

taking part had a chance to have a couple of 
turns printing something, then pegging their 
prints up to dry on a clothes line. It was a great 
taster session, really fun to do and everyone who 
participated left happy with at least a couple of 
dry prints. Jo kindly spent some time explaining 
about materials and chemicals, what to use and 
where to get things just to help anyone who 
wished to carry on their experiments at home.  
All in all a nice day, well spent.
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From The Photo-Diaries of Mick Williamson 
  book review by Patten Smith

Mick Williamson, head of photography at the 
Sir John Cass School of Art in Whitechapel 
from 1975 to 2018, was both a photographer 
and a renowned educator. Starting in 1972, 
shortly after the birth of his first child, he began 
using an Olympus half frame camera (giving 72 
shots per film) daily to produce a ‘diary’ of black 

and white images taken from his everyday 
life. As is apparent in the Rod Morris film 
which accompanied the launch of this book, 
Williamson photographed his surroundings 
rapidly and spontaneously, and often in short 
bursts, as he moved through the world. He 
rarely used the camera viewfinder.  

His archive now contains over 2 million 
analogue images, averaging over 100 per day 
over 50 years. This book presents around 140 
of them - around one in 14,000 of the overall 
total!  Which leads to an obvious first question. 
Why this set of 140 images rather than any 
other? With 2 million photos to choose from he 
presumably could have extracted sets of images 
ordered according to any of a vast number of 
organising principles - the mysterious activities 
of children, what table tops say about us, witty 
visual rhymes or ironies, moments of arresting 
luminescence and so on. All these and much 
more are here, and perhaps this is the point: the 
book acts as a kind of sampler for the whole 
archive.         

The term ‘diary’ is in some ways misleading. 
A conventional diary is a narrative, set in 
time, that describes a person’s activities and 
thoughts, and renders them meaningful. If it 
is written purely for personal use, it need not 
provide explicit context to achieve its meaning 
because the author already knows why they 
did what they did. But, if the diary is for wider 
consumption (a political diary for example) 
public knowledge of context is essential to 
understanding. Williamson’s daily shooting is 
set in the context of his lived life, and we are 
told in Susan Andrews’ introduction that his 
practice is, in part, motivated by his desire to 
remember. As such the images might be seen 
to serve personal diaristic ends. But, as even a all images: © Mick Williamson
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The book presents image after image, each of 
which is the distillation of a moment of acute 
attention to the everyday. They are images that 
make us look at the quotidian afresh, and which 
open spaces beyond our habitual perceptions.  
As Susan Andrews says ‘his vast output is 
drawn from a life lived with full awareness of its 
beautiful variety from which fleeting moments 
or short sequences are ….presented as small 
epiphanies’.

Published by Silverhill Press
https://www.silverhillpress.co.uk/

glance at this book shows, there is much more 
to his images than that! Otherwise, how could 
they work as successfully as they do when we 
see them as we do without captions? Because 
the images are ‘orphaned’ from their original 
context we have to take our own meanings from 
them as best we may.  But as we leaf through 
this book this is just what we do. Williamson’s 
best images - of which there are many - form 
lines of visual poetry, lines that are both elusive 
and allusive. They spin disparate webs of 
psychological and metaphoric association but, 
as such, they also resist being shoehorned into 
any neat aesthetic schemes.    

all images: © Mick Williamson
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all images: © Mick Williamson
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Crouch End Satellite Group 
  annual exhibition

Following hot on the 
heels of their ‘Grid’ 
themed exhibition, 
Crouch End Group 
returned to Hornsey 
Library in March to 
present their Annual 
Exhibition.

all images: Crouch End Group
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Construction : Disclosure
by Steve Jones

I went to Tate Modern recently to see the 
exhibition Capturing the Moment – A Journey 
through Painting and Photography with the 
idea of doing a review for fLIP. According 
to Tate’s Press Release this ‘shows … ways 
in which the style, composition, content and 
meaning of contemporary painting exists in 
dialogue with photography’. Painting has the 
louder voice in this show with many more 
exhibits made by the brush than the lens, with 
the photography featuring a few old favourites, 
such as Dorothea Lange’s Migrant Mother and 
the Gursky [above]. Worth visiting if you’re a 
member but to my mind the most interesting 
photography related exhibition currently at Tate 
Modern is A World in Common: Contemporary 
African Photography which is reviewed by Eve 
Milner on the following pages.

What did catch my eye at Capturing the Moment 
was the first thng I saw on the wall – the Susan 
Sontag quote ‘The painter constructs, the 
photographer discloses’. This is of course also 

the source of the title for LIP’s next members 
exhibition Construction : Disclosure and 
provides a perfect opportunity to remind and 
encourage members to enter. The Exhibition 
will be at Espacio Gallery in January 2024. Full 
details are on LIP’s website and we are open for 
entries now until 15 October.

The Sontag quote is punchy and often used 
glibly (guilty as charged!). I found the original 
quote and read on a bit. Sontag’s point is that 
‘the identification of the subject of a photograph 
always dominates our perception of it – as it 
does not, necessarily, in a painting …[while] 
the formal qualities of style – the central 
issue in painting – are, at most, of secondary 
importance, while what a photograph is of is 
always of primary importance’.

Discuss.

Andreas Gursky, May Day IV, 2000. Yageo Foundation, Taiwan
 © Andreas Gursky, Courtesy Sprüth Magers Berlin London DACS 2023

A World in Common: Contemporary African Photography 
  exhibition review by Eve Milner

Osei Bonsu, the British Ghanaian curator of 
this blockbuster show, says ‘When I set out to 
think about an exhibition that would address 
the complexity of contemporary African 
photography, my question was a simple one: 
how had artists used photography to examine 
history’

This exhibition aims to offer multiple visions of 
African life that collectively enhance, reshape 
and challenge the ways in which we think 
about the world we share.  It is huge, not only 
physically, but also in its ambition and its breadth 
and range, displaying works by 36 artists from 
the African continent and its diaspora, covering 
not only photography but also film and mixed 
media. 

The show is divided into 3 zones: Identity & 
Tradition, Counter Histories: Family Portraits, 
and Imagined Futures: Shared Dreams.  You 
will see eye-popping girl bikers clad in pink 
from Marrakesh, glorious enthroned tribal 
kings of Nigeria, intimate Bedouin family 
portraits, the tumult and vibrancy of megacities 
like Kinshasa and Dakar, and heartbreaking 
visions of environmental damage, and poor 
access to clean water. Some of the artists, like 
the legendary Ghanaian James Barnor, will be 
familiar; many were hitherto unknown to this 
white, middle-class CIS Brit, but discovering 
their work was sheer delight, and all 36 are 
more than deserving of their place at the table. 
Go now!  Go many times!

©
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There is a breathtaking set of images shot in the 
desert by Aȉda Muluneh from Ethiopia where 
she explores rural water access and its impact 
on women’s rights. Using a striking palette of 
bright blue and red, she incorporates traditional 
African body painting and dress in celebration 
of the beauty and culture of the continent.

In The Stranger’s Notebook by Dawit L Petros 
from Eritrea and Canada, he documents his 
travels from Africa to Western Europe, reflecting 
on the long history of migration. He photographs 
local people holding mirrors to reflect coastlines 
and train tracks, recalling that – when he made 
these journeys – ‘I came from elsewhere’.previous page: Installation View, Kiripi Katembo, Avancer, 2008-13. From the series Un Regard. 

At A World In Common: Contemporary African Photography at Tate Modern 2023 (Eve Milner) 
above: Aïda Muluneh, Star Shine Moon Glow, 2018. From the Series Water Life. 
Commissioned by WaterAid and supported by the H&M Foundation.© AïdaMuluneh 
right: Installation View, Andrew Esiebo, Mutations 2015-2022 at A World In Common: Contemporary African Photography, 
Tate Modern 2023 (Eve Milner). Courtesy the artist and Tiwani Contemporary.
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Edson Chagas from Angola and Portugal uses 
the passport photograph format – and its loaded 
significance - to explore the appropriation 
of Bantu masks for export as ethnographic 
artefacts, as opposed to their intention as 
performative objects representing the spirits of 
the ancestors.

Fabrice Monteneiro from Belgium and Senegal 
examines environmental issues facing the 
inhabitants of Dakar, from forest fires to coastal 
erosion. His staged images are inspired by 
West African masquerade and animism, the 
elaborate costumes being made from rubbish 
and natural materials.

These arrestingly simple 5 pieces by Maimouna 
Guerresi from Italy and Senegal fill one whole 
wall with simplicity and stillness, as she 
explores the relationship between isolation and 
togetherness that can occur when practicing 
religion.

Kiripi Katembo wanted to capture the people of 
his native city of Kinshasa, but found that they 
refused to be photographed (we’ve all been 
there!). So he captured reflections of the city 
and its inhabitants in pools of standing water on 
the streets, resulting in shimmering, dream-like 
landscapes in his series Un Regard.

Exhibition continues at TATE MODERN until 
14th January 2024

left: Installation View, Edson Chagas, Tipo Passe 2014 at A World In Common: Contemporary African Photography, 
Tate Modern 2023 (Eve Milner). Courtesy of the artist and Apalazzo Gallery.
above top: Maïmouna Guerresi, M-eating –students and teacher, 2012, Courtesy of the artist and Mariane Ibrahim
bottom: Installation View, Julianknxx, In Praise of Still Boys 2021 at A World In Common: Contemporary African Photography 
Tate Modern 2023 © Tate (Lucy Green). Courtesy of the artist. 
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Hady Bayoumi is a London based artist and photographer. 
As a Dermatologist he looks at the big picture and pays 
attention to fine details both at work and with his art. 
Hady has exhibited in London and nationwide. He has 
published work and his art is in private and corporate 
collections in the UK and abroad.
hadybayoumi@yahoo.com       instagram: @hadybayoumi

Sandra Roberts As an outdoor photographer Sandra’s 
photographs focus on the changes humankind has made 
on the landscape and environments around her. She 
is interested in how individual stories, memories and 
history can create a sense of place. 
www.sandraroberts.myportfolio.com
Instagram: @sandrarobertsphotography @mrchoops

Terry Prudente is a Londoner and former creative 
director. In urban photography he looks for images 
where people and places come together in intriguing 
juxtapositions – where everyday situations can appear 
extraordinary. He occasionally gets one.

Gordana Johnson took up photography as a teenager 
with a preference for portraits. However, documenting 
urban environments with their complexity has become 
her passion. Gordana loves, in her photography, to imply 
social commentary that is thought provoking, alongside 
the more quotidian or whimsical scenes.
www.gordanajohnson.com   instagram: @gordanajohnson

Rashida Mangera’s art practice is mainly project-based. 
Ten years ago she introduced mixed media to her 
photographic practice and enjoys creating installations 
using 3D structures, textiles, thread, embroidery and text. 
rmangera@yahoo.com           instagram: rashidamangera

CJ Crosland is a self-taught photographer and member 
of international collective Full Frontal Flash. CJ became 
hooked on photography in 2010 and is best known for the 
flash street photography series “Fishing With Dynamite”.
www.cjcrosland.com

Robin Barr’s photographs veer towards abstract realism. 
He creates images that both please and intrigue him. 
These can be geometric patterns that he sees in facades 
and structures, or textured and weathered items found in 
the urban environment. 
www.nogreathurry.com

Clare Park uses symbol and metaphor to explore 
personal narratives. The body, movement and the 
collaborative process with her co-creators form the 
foundation to this work. In the book A Square Foot of 
Sky: a reawakening in words and images, edited by Kelly 
Davis, Anne Gruenberg writes about her experiences of 
13 years spent in secure institutions and Debbie Green 
physicalizes the poetry within the photographs.
www.clarepark.com               instagram: @clareparkphoto

Simon Roth is an amateur photographer whose interest 
goes back many years. Broadly speaking he photographs 
people and places, urban landscapes and some abstract 
in both monochrome and colour. Looking forward, He 
has applied for a Photography Master in Brighton.

Sam Tanner is a documentary photographer. who has 
carried out bodies of work on Carers, Poverty in England 
in the 1990’s, the Jewish community in the East End, 
dementia suffers and their families.

Danilo Leonardi is a Photographer and Videographer 
based in London. He photographs interiors, architecture, 
cityscapes and urban spaces with and without people in 
them, as well as events. He is fluent in different formats 
of digital and film equipment. 
instagram: @daniloleonardiphotography

Helen Turnbull (b.1972) is a visual artist using 
photography and printmaking to explore change. With 
a parallel career as an Occupational Therapist, she is 
interested in supporting health and wellbeing through 
the creative arts and using photography as a therapeutic 
medium.

Igal Stulbach is a visual artist making photography, 
documentary films and video art, exploring the borders 
between those fields. Born in Krakow Poland in the year 
1949 to Holocaust survivors , now living in Bat Yam near 
Tel Aviv. He started his artistic activity in a quite late age.

Juliet Ferguson is a London-based photographer and 
alumni of Central Saint Martins School of Art. She shares 
her working week between the journalist co-operative 
Investigate Europe and for the Centre for Investigative 
Journalism. She works in mainly in digital and and has 
been published extensively in newspapers, books and 
magazines.
www.julietferguson.com/

Helen Burn is London based doctor who discovered 
a passion for photography when living in British 
Columbia. Forever preoccupied with the light and yet 
subconsciously drawn to the shadows, often capturing 
low key images.

Jenny Burrows is a keen photographer of all the 
magical details of life, current favourite subjects include 
playgrounds, pets, caving, twins, and her children. She is 
also a professional family photographer in West London.
www.Tinyshoots.co.uk

Ray Knox is a London-based documentary and fine art 
photographer. He was inspired by many of the amazing 
photographers he has collaborated with 
whilst working as an art director. 

Fred Barrington has been taking pictures since he first 
went to college, back in the good old days of 1971, but 
has been far more prolific since he retired (early!) in 
2008, at the ripe old age of 55.
www.fredbarrington.com

Ausra Linkeviciute is a freelance photographer and 
videographer based in London. With a background 
in Visual Anthropology her main interests are in 
documentary photography, street-life and portraiture in 
its widest sense.

Debbie Green has photographed with an Olympus OM1 
& OM2 film camera for over 40 years and long lens for 
much of that. Her landscapes reflect how she sees the 
world that day with my eye for form and movement.
www.debbiegreenmovement.com

Paul Morris is a fine artist, and author of A Toby in the 
Lane, a History of London’s East End Markets. In 2015 
due to health issues, he has become a passionate street 
photographer focusing on East London, the coast and his 
home town of Hertford.

Contributors
Astrid Schulz, a London based freelance photographer, 
specializes in portraiture and documentary photography. 
She works and exhibits internationally and one of her 
projects on handmade food in traditional communities is 
currently on display at the DOM Museum Wien (Vienna, 
Austria). 
www.astridschulz.com  
instagram: @astridschulz

Pauline Moon lives in East London. Currently interested 
in the urban landscape: what traces reveal and hide 
about our social worlds, and looking for abstracts that 
seem to speak to current issues.

Anna Lerner is a Camden-based photographic artist. 
Playful in approach, she is drawn to natural light, 
transient moments, overlooked details, the unexpected 
and the surreal. Working intuitively, her practice is led by 
appreciation of the present and art in the everyday. 
instagram: @annalernerphotography

Sabes Sugunasabesan is a photographer and mixed 
media artist His art explores  land, its influences on life, 
dispossessions, solidarity and memories.
instagram: @sabessuguna

Frankie McAllister is a London based Irish photographer 
whose practice sits on the fringes of fine art landscape 
and documentary photography. She has a particular 
interest in altered landscapes and the influence of 
man on nature, including constructed landscapes and 
abstracted realities.
www.frankiemcallister.com

Patten Smith has been photographing the world as he 
sees it since he first discovered the darkroom at university 
in the early 1980s. He uses both film and digital cameras, 
with an emphasis on black and white film photography.

Steve Jones is a London-based former accountant 
engaging with the world as he finds it, working in both 
digital and analogue media. 
instagram: @stevejones35

Eve Milner explores recurring themes of identity, 
memory, belonging, ageing and gender through local 
social documentary projects.
instagram: @evemilnerphotography

With thanks also to: Sonia Davda of Crouch End Group 
for her contribution.
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fLIP Magazine
Current issue

Published by

London Independent Photography is a community of 
photographers. Not for profit but for each other. We 
come from a wide range of backgrounds but each of 
us share the visual curiosity of looking and seeing. 
We are a community for the visually curious. 

Since its foundation in 1987, LIP has offered the 
opportunity to informally show and discuss your work 
and the wider photographic world at various satellite 
groups which are listed below. Events are held 
throughout the year, including talks and workshops. 
Many satellite groups hold an annual exhibition and 
all members are invited to enter our judged and 
curated Annual Exhibition in London. fLIP magazine 
is published three times a year and distributed to 
members as part of their membership fee.

fLIP aims to showcase (primarily) members work and 
to engage readers in a wider photographic dialogue. 
It contains no advertising, so we can use all the space 
for quality content.

Membership

Current costs: Annual Membership Subscription: £35 
UK / £39 Outside UK

www.londonphotography.org.uk
instagram: london_independent_photography

Current Satellite Groups 
Alternative Process
Central London
Crouch End
Crossing Lines
Ealing
Film and Darkroom
Greenwich
Photo & Text
Putney
Ruislip
Shoreditch
West Wickham
Further details:
www.londonphotography.org.uk/satellites/about2/

All rights reserved. No part of this publication may be reproduced in any 
material form (including photocopying or storage in any medium by 
electronic or mechanical means) without written permission from the 
copyright owner. Applications for the copyright owner’s written permission to 
reproduce any part of this publication should be addressed to the publisher. 
The views expressed in this publication are not necessarily the views of the 
publisher or the editors. The publisher and editors accept no responsibility 
for any errors or for the results of the use of any information contained 
within the publication. Copyright London Independent Photography, 2023. 
All photographs in this publication are copyright of the photographer and 
articles are copyright of the writer, unless otherwise indicated.

#55 Summer 2023
URBAN
Front cover image: Hady Bayoumi
Back cover image: Paul Morris 

Submissions
The theme for the next edition is 
GLOBAL WARMING, 
Deadline 6th October 2023
And the following edition’s is TIME
Deadline 9th February 2024
Submissions are welcome online 
www.londonphotography.org.uk/magazine/submit
 
Email us at: editors@londonphotography.org.uk

Selections for publication are made solely at the 
Editor’s discretion. No responsibility or liability is 
accepted for the loss or damage of any material 
or for those received after the submission 
deadline.

Editor: 
Steve Jones
deputyeditor@londonphotography.org.uk
Designer:
Jonathan Taylor  
flipdesigner@londonphotography.org.uk
Distribution Manager:
Barry Cole
distribution@londonphotography.org.uk

Current stockist:
Aperture Printing: 27 Rathbone Place, London W1T 
1JE     020 7580 0857      www.apertureprinting.com    

Debbie Green
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www.londonphotography.org.uk 
instagram: flipmaglondon


